


	  



Teenager Isabel Mann is seduced by a violent sect of day-walking vampires. Her
classmates start to go missing, attracting two detectives. Things get weird as
the disturbed teen kills at will in the nearby woods. She’s aided by head vampire
Alejo, and in an eerie twist, Isabel’s lost mother, an earlier recruit. She’s trained in 
the art of the kill with horrifically bloody results for those she loves, including 

her family and closest friends.

Director Jason Figgis ignores the longstanding rules of the vampire world to Director Jason Figgis ignores the longstanding rules of the vampire world to 
rejuvenates the entire genre. This acclaimed film must be seen.
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This gritty crime drama about young women caught up by a group or ruthless human 
traffickers on the streets of modern Dublin is full of insights into who these women are and 
how they fell into this trap. The film also turns a shocking laser focus on the psychology and 
dynamics of the abductors themselves. 
 
It opens with charismatically handsome Adam stalking and befriending a beautiful homeless 
teenager in a Dublin cafe. He takes her back to his apartment for warmth and a chat, where 
she candidly tells him her life story - how she's travelled to the city to "find herself" after 
leaving her parents' home under a dark cloud. He offers her a place to stay ... and inevitably 
he's having sex with her a short while later. 

 
The well-oiled syndicate is run by Dan, whose ruggedly handsome resemblance to Russell 
Crowe enables his murderous and utterly amoral power over the group. Dan oversees his 
sex racket from his plush suburban home, as his right-hand-woman and sister, Alex (Kojii 
Helnwein) takes orders from him and tries to keep his two lackeys - Frankie and Purcell 
(Stevie Greaney) in line. 

 
Their method of acquisition is quite simple: Adam scouts for attractive strays on the street. 
Seemingly a generous charmer, he provides a much-needed place to stay, a sympathetic 
ear and sexual comforting. But soon, he drugs them and calls in Alex to come and them. 

 
The grim mechanics of the gang’s operation is about to be upset. The sexual perks of 
Adam’s job cause jealousy in the gang, and Alex is enraged after overhearing the lackeys 
gossiping about how Adam gets to “have the girls”. Adam is, after all, her boyfriend as well 
as criminal colleague. Not any more. She kicks him out of her apartment. 

 
Works goes on regardless. And that's where the fatal complication arises: Adam 
picks up the destitute Amy, and as she tells him about her years on the streets, he fatefully 
develops real feelings towards her.  Adam's life spirals out of control as he tries to sever 
ties with a job he no longer has the heart for. Somehow, a happy ending seems incredibly 
doubtful ... 

 
 

 

Directed	  by	  Jason	  Figgis	  
Produced	  by	  Matthew	  Toman	  
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A doomsday virus of madness and death has destoyed the world’s adult population.

Only the young survive. They watch in horror as their parents go mad and die. Haunted by terrifying memories,
they fight for life in a bleak wasteland. Gangs of teens and outlaw children roam the scarred landscape.

Sisters Evie and Fran keep to themselves, two outsiders gathering food and moving from town to town. Sleeping 
overnight in an abandoned mansion, the sisters are awoken by shouts of a mob beating a lone girl.   The battle 
between newcomers and the vicious pack spirals into a violent explosion.  Teen romances, sexual jealousies 
and cliques inflame a grisly struggle for food.  It’s The Road to a grim new civilization.and cliques inflame a grisly struggle for food.  It’s The Road to a grim new civilization.

LORD OF THE FLIES MEETS 28 DAYS LATER                                                 THE ECHO
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Since the dawn of history, people have believed in the existence of some form of ghosts.  THE TWILIGHT 
HOUR is an unsettling encounter with the Celtic ruins, foreboding estates and restless spirits that haunt the 
landscape of Ireland. 
 
This award-winning and innovative film follows the late Sir Simon Marsden, acclaimed photographer of the 
fantastic and supernatural, into the darkest corners of Ireland, many uninhabited by living souls. He visits 
such notorious properties as Castle Leslie (site of Sir Paul McCartney’s wedding), where Sir John Leslie 
shares ancestral accounts of hauntings, as well as his own personal encounters with ghosts.  Marsden wanders 
the creaking corridors of a long-forsaken mansion known as the most relentlessly haunted house in Ireland, 
and visits such weird and desolate spots as The Hill of the Witch in County Meath. The chilling result has 
been described as “an atmospheric tour de force”. 
 
THE TWILIGHT HOUR reveals the stories behind the ill-fated castles and abandoned mausoleums, the 
mysterious ruins and standing stones that have stood vigil through the ages across the Irish countryside.  The 
film gives voice to the restless souls whose presence is both legendary and documented:  the reckless child; 
the victim of a husband’s jealous rage; the family of violent, butchering men; the simple housemaid who was 
terrified to death, and now returns to terrify those still living.      
 
Director Jason Figgis joins Marsden as he intrudes on this daunting realm. Marsden shares both his incredible 
store of paranormal folklore and his own innermost fears, while Figgis artfully recreates the alternate reality 
captured in Marsden's mystical photographs. Meanwhile, acclaimed actor John Hurt adds to the macabre 
atmosphere with readings from Edgar Allan Poe. 
 
Marsden is capturing these ghoulish histories and haunting images for his eighth book, The Twilight Hour: 
Celtic Visions from the Past.  Marsden’s photos are exhibited in London's Victoria & Albert Museum, The 
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, and the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles. This film reflects the 
otherworldly approach of his highly sought-after, groundbreaking, infrared photos, while also drawing 
stylistically from such Gothic cinema classics as the Hammer House of Horror and the films of Dario 
Argento.  And like those films, THE TWILIGHT HOUR provides some heart-stopping jolts. 
 
THE TWILIGHT HOUR powerfully argues that unseen spirits can reside in the architecture of the past. It's 
a guided tour through ominous places that generations have felt to be haunted. This glimpse into a profoundly 
disturbing nether world reveals an Ireland where the line between real and unreal is as indefinable as that 
between darkness and light. THE TWILIGHT HOUR brings us face to face with the fear that awaits anyone 
who ventures alone into the unknown.  This is a truly haunting film.  

Honors include 
Two Irish Film 

and Television Award 
Nominations! 
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